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Brain activity correlates

of consumer brand choice

shift associated with

television advertising

Richard B. Silberstein

Brain Sciences Institute, Swinburne University of Technology, Melbourne, Australia;

Neuro-Insight Pty Ltd, Melbourne, Australia

Geoffrey E. Nield

Neuro-Insight Pty Ltd, Melbourne, Australia

This study uses brain activity measures to examine the relationship between television

advertising and changes in consumer brand preference. Prior to and after viewing a

television programme that included grocery advertisements 198 right-handed females

selected six ‘door prizes’ from six grocery categories. One of the advertisements featured

a jam that was available as a door prize. Steady-state topography (SST) was used to esti-

mate brain activity at eight scalp sites, including left and right lateral prefrontal sites pre-

viously shown to index the strength of long-term memory (LTM) encoding. Our

hypothesis, that lateral prefrontal activity would be higher during branding for the 18 par-

ticipants who shifted to the advertised jam compared to those consistently selecting the

competitor jam, was confirmed, but only for the left hemisphere. Our findings suggest

that SST activity at lateral prefrontal sites during television advertisement branding may

be a useful indicator of advertising effectiveness.

Introduction

Over the last ten years there has been a significant increase in research on

the neural basis of economic decision making (for a review, see

Braeutigam 2005). One aspect of this field that is receiving significant

attention concerns the neural basis of consumer or purchase decisions.

The majority of such studies describe brain activity patterns immediately

prior to and during decision making. For example, Ambler et al. (2001,
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An inside-out approach tointegrated marketingcommunicationAn international analysis
Gayle KerrSchool of Advertising, Marketing and Public Relations, 

Queensland University of TechnologyDon SchultzThe Medill School, Northwestern UniversityCharles PattiUniversity of DenverIlchul KimSchool of Communications, Dongeui University
The ‘inside-out’ approach used in this paper describes the implied educators’ percep-

tions of integrated marketing communication (IMC). From an analysis of 87 IMC course

syllabi from six countries, and in-depth conversations with IMC programme directors and

developers, we sought to determine whether those who teach IMC have reached a con-

sensus on what IMC is; whether they embrace, reject or simply tolerate this new disci-

pline area; and, specifically, how they are presenting IMC to the next generation of

practitioners and scholars.The findings suggest that what is being taught around the world continues to be what

would traditionally be considered promotions strategy, advertising management or mar-

keting communication with minor IMC theory or content. For the most part, the syllabi

we evaluated neither drew from the key constructs of IMC, nor were the key writers and

published disciplinary research included in the course offerings. This gap – between

what IMC writers have put forth, the established industry practices and what is being

taught to the next generation of practitioners and academics – presents a significant chal-

lenge. This is a particular challenge to the scholars and teachers who are charged with the

responsibility of encouraging best practices, presenting the most current and relevant

applications and research approaches, and including the most current theory in their

course delivery.
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The quant–qual debate: where are
we in advertising?Within the advertising discipline, there

is a non-too-subtle chasm that regu-

larly rears its ugly head when conflicts

arise in perspective between those

trained as quantitative methodologists

and those trained as qualitative metho-

dologists. These lines have often been

drawn in the past between those com-

ing from the communications/journalism
side as opposed to those coming from
the marketing side. I have found these

types of distinction problematic, since

the two sides seem to have trouble

bridging the gap.I remember when I was new to my

academic discipline, full of quantita-

tive vigour and ready to use the most

sophisticated analytical tools to ‘ham-

mer the data into submission’. My very

first community service project was to

create a perceptual map for the various

hospitals in the area of my university,

using a stratified cluster sampling

mechanism. I was all ready to go, but

immediately there was a problem since

I had no idea what to include in a

meaningful survey instrument. I had

to determine what the relevant criteria

for choosing a hospital were for the res-

idents in this area, and all my training

was in the quantitative statistical side.

Obviously I had to learn quickly how

to approach qualitative analysis, and it

was a valuable lesson for me since

I realised the hard way that good

research requires a combination of

qual and quant techniques.The difficulty that I faced was that

I was trained as an empirical positivist.

What I was sadly lacking in was an

understanding of the interpretivist

perspective. The problem as I under-

stand it, being the coordinator of a

PhD programme, is how do we provide

all the theory that our students need

from both a functional subject per-

spective and at the same time to give

them all the additional methodological

training needed to allow them to act in

a meaningful way as social scientists to

solve real problems for managers? This

seems to be a universal problem when

attempting to set academics on the

path to success and, depending on the

faculty skill sets that we use and what

we feel is important for them to learn,

we make certain choices on their

behalf.
I must admit that I see both sides of

the issue, and I feel for both sides, but

I believe that it is our imperative in

advertising to ensure that our students

get exposed to both sides of the

debate. If we are really looking to help

advertisers, then we should stop

enabling the combatants and arm the

Comments
Edited by Professor John Ford

Old Dominion University, Virginia, USA
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Advertising Works 16

Richard Storey (ed.) (2008)

WARC/IPA, £95

DOI: 10.2501/S0265048708080190

I’ve long maintained that the papers

published in the annual Advertising Works

series provide some of the most useful

case studies on successful marketing.

As with Advertising Works 14, this

year’s Awards were limited to agencies

with incomes up to £20 million, to help

recognise that smaller agencies can be

as effective as their big brothers. This

angle serves to highlight that effective

campaigns do not necessarily need big

budgets: 8 of the 18 papers here refer

to campaigns with an investment of

£1 million or less.

The IPA Effectiveness Awards are

given to papers that demonstrate

advertising ROI and need to be rigor-

ous in proving the advertising effect.

As a result, the case studies that come

out of the Awards are instructive for

several reasons. Individually, they

highlight the role of creative thinking

in changing public opinion – opinions

of both brands and social issues. The

IPA Awards demonstrate that creative

excellence is one of the essential

pillars of a successful campaign:

indeed, several of the winners have

won creative awards.

Collectively, the cases represent a

great quantitative base for understand-

ing what makes the essentials of a

successful campaign. To take one

example, while many advertising con-

ferences in the past couple of years

have referred to the Low Attention

Processing theory – that ‘invisible’

advertising can be effective by creep-

ing in under the radar of consciousness

– it is noticeable how the winners

here make a big issue of how visible

their campaigns were. As examples,

Waitrose ad awareness reached 60%,

the Trident anti-gun crime campaign

achieved 71% awareness in London,

while the Scottish Executive’s anti-

drugs campaign had 73% prompted

recall. It seems impactful advertising

remains one of the stepping stones.

With the rapid evolution of the

media landscape, it is im
perative that

our industry gets to grips as quickly as

possible with how to make the best

use of the range of media available,

both individually and within the

context of a multimedia campaign. In

recognition of this evolution, the

Awards were renamed a few years ago

from the IPA Advertising Effective-

ness Awards to the IPA Effectiveness

Awards, and there are a few great

examples of this extended definition

within this year’s crop. The Trident

Book Reviews

Edited by Dr Stephanie O’Donohoe

The University of Edinburgh
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Global economy andadspend prospects
Colin MacleodResearch Director, WARC

The sharp global increase in energy and food costs meant that consumer

annual price inflation reached 5% in the US in June – a 17-year high –

while in the 15-nation eurozone it was up to 4% – the highest level since

measurement began in 1997. In the US, this acceleration in price growth

makes it far less likely that the Federal Reserve will announce a further

cut in interest rates as it attempts to steer the country away from recession.

With economic growth barely above zero in both the last quarter of last

year and the first quarter of this, recession is no longer just a remote pos-

sibility – indeed Merrill Lynch’s chief North American economist believes

that the country is already in one. US non-farm payrolls have now been cut

for six consecutive months, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics,

and unemployment levels look set to rise from their current 5.5% level to

around 6%. The housing market remains depressed, with house sales

dropping by 14% year on year in May, and at a slightly higher rate in June,

with a third of these the result of foreclosures.
Record levels of inflation (and double their 2% target) in the eurozone

forced the European Central Bank to lift interest rates in June, and some

analysts expect further increases in October and early in 2009. First-

quarter economic growth in the region was 2.1% on an annual basis, but

this is expected to slip over the next 18 months. The latest IMF forecast

is for 1.7% growth this year, followed by 1.2% in 2009.

For the first time in many years, inflation is causing concern in Japan.

Running at an annual rate of 1.9% in June, it’s at its highest level since

1993. The government has cut its forecast of economic growth in the cur-

rent fiscal year from 2% to 1.3%, as Cabinet Office figures show consumer

confidence slumping to a 26-year low.
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